
Tribal Alliance

WDfE is a spiritual and ecological movement based on dance and ecology.

“Never doubt that change comes from a small group of conscious, committed people”

Margaret Mead

Roots

I discovered this path in a women's circle, then in dance and various other groups. 

Long oppressed by male domination, women need to recover their sacred place, but I feel

this is best done when men also recover theirs.  Many men today are seeking to do so.  This

reconnection of human beings is indispensable to recover our powerful relationship with our

inner selves and the earth which is our home. 

For me, to "enter the sacred" means overcoming the divisions of the past through deep

contact with nature, opening us to the non-tangible realities which give our lives meaning.

This is anchored in the unification of body, soul and mind which is the key to magic.

Why WoMenDanceforEarth?

Let us be the source of  the solutions we offer.  May women and men gather  and move

towards their spirituality, reconnecting with nature.  WDfE seeks to unite women and men

from all tribes through dance in order to develop our inner space and to act concretely to

protect our earth by funding NGOs that work to protect the biosphere.



Dance and meditation are the heart of this project which is focused on oneself and others

physically  and  aims  to  discover  the  complementarity  of  women  and  men  and  create

symbolic rituals of dance to make the invisible visible and  to link the inside and outside, the

material and the spiritual, the earth and the sky. 

The goal  is to enter harmoniously into the sacred via ritual  dance and move toward our

common goal of protecting the earth, and re-enchanting our world.

For whom is WoMenDanceforEarth?

It's for all those women and men who wish to do their part in the creation of a new action

for the planet together.

It's for all those who organize circles or groups and who see the strength of collective action

to dance for transformation. 

It's for all those who want a new vision of relationships to enter the world of business. 

Three concrete pillars of this action.

WDfE is an embryo that will evolve with time and encounters.

• The meeting of various groups and tribes in places that contain sacred energy in

order to experience joyful awareness of our bodies and movement.  These meetings

will finance our actions of support and donations. 

• Female  solidarity.  For  women  who  can't  be  part  of  these  meetings,  we  wish  to

organize events and actions open to everyone. 

• Developing complementarity in companies.  Introduce this vision of complementarity

in companies. They are a place of life which can have social and political goals.  Help

focus on the role of women in companies via dance.  A real challenge. 



The values of WDfE

Harmony, listening, sharing, complementarity, synergy, safety, gentleness

Audacity, imagination, creation, dreams, magic, the sacred

Pleasure, dance, joy, amazement, hope

Transmission,  mutual support, cooperation, commitment, transformation

"To dance is to question oneself and to go to the bottom of oneself." 

Marie-Claude Pietragalla

When ?

The first meetings of Women Dance for Earth, the alliance of the tribes will take place from

30th july to 1st at of august 21 in south of France www.hameaudeletoile.com

Two days to launch the project together.

WomenDanceforEarth and the association Energies Corps&Graphiques

This project is organized by the association Energies Corps&Graphiques.  A call for donations

and subscriptions is launched in April 2021. The annual subscription will be 30€ per person. 

The work group

A work group is formed for the organization of the first meeting in july.

We are building the program together based on the outline for these meetings which has

already been begun. 

We are accompanied and supported by…

All those who are willing to support us. We are looking for benefactors, sponsors, partners,

and professionals who want to help facilitate our actions. 

http://www.hameaudeletoile.com/


Contact WoMenDanceforEarth

Carole Lauffenburger

mail   c2Lvm@hotmail.fr    phone 06 79 25 37 44   

Website www.carolelauffenburger.com

https://www.facebook.com/carole.lauffenburger

https://www.facebook.com/GroundDancing

Instagram   carolelauffenburger
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